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By Joseph P. Farrell and Scott D. de Hart.Oxford-educated historians Farrell and de Hart continue

their in depth research as revealed in Farrell's best-selling book series on ancient planetary warfare,

technology and the energy grid that surrounds the earth. Farrell and de Hart look at Temples,

Sacred Sites, Geomancy; The Master Plan of a Hidden Elite; Healing and Numerical Traditions;

Gateway Traditions; "Pyramid Peoples"; Tiahuanaco and the Puma Punkhu Paradox: Ancient

Machining; The Mayans, Their Myths and the Mounds; The Aztec Anomaly: The Physics of the

"Pyramid Peoples"; and so much more.
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Dr Joseph P Farrell is a fabulous researcher. He takes on the most bizarre topics. His books are

adventures in themselves.This book starts with nuclear weapons. A study of the history and results

of nuclear tests in various locations on our planet leads Dr Farrell into a discussion of how location

on our planet might influence the amount of energy produced from these weapons. Some nuclear

tests produced far more energy than the components of the nuclear bombs would predict. Where

did this excess energy come from? Is Planet Earth a closed system, or can we have access to



energy from space? What does this mean for everything? Is there a different way of understanding

physics that can provide endless energy without burning fossil fuels or harnessing natural forces like

wind and sunshine? What would that mean for the interests who have benefited from the sale of

these commodities for centuries?Dr Farrell's book then travels through advanced physics to

geometry, mythology, archaeology and the structure of our solar system and galaxy. It's a

fascinating tour.The overall picture that Farrell presents is that ancient monuments all over the

planet seem to be located in specific places that share some important mathematical ratios in terms

of their design and size - and location. The ancient myths associated with these sites indicate that

they are places where the gods came down to earth and interacted with human beings. Most of the

ancient civilisations commonly understood as the builders of these monuments admit that they

inherited them from earlier, lost civilisations.Farrell suggests that the mathematics built in to these

monuments, their locations and the myths about them, are trying to convey information about the

technology of a very highly advanced civilisation that existed on Earth tens or hundreds of

thousands of years ago - well before any of the groups we associate with them, like the ancient

Egyptians, Mayans etc. He then asks, if a highly advanced civilisation was destroyed by an ancient

cataclysm, how would they leave behind enough information to help future generations reacquire

the technological expertise?It would seem that many of these hints about physics, energy and the

solar system were embedded into myths that later formed the basis of various religions.Dr Farrell

includes a discussion of the creation myths of very ancient peoples. He shows us that the Bible is

not the only ancient text to refer to emptiness before creation. It is not the only ancient story to refer

to trinities either. What does this mean? Is it trying to teach us about history; about how the world

was destroyed and recreated? Is it trying to teach us about the basic geometry of all matter? Is it

trying to point us to a new understanding of physics that works equally well for the extremely large

(like the galaxy) and the extremely small (like an atom)? Is there a way to use this information to

produce enough energy to support another very high civilisation?The most profound question is,

how did some ancient civilisations go from inheriting existing monuments to using those as sites for

worship of deities - when that worship demanded ritual human sacrifice? Who were the ancient

gods who demanded this from mankind? Were we created in God's image - or are we a slave race,

bred only to serve someone else?With his understanding of physics, mathematics, ancient texts,

mythology, archaeology, astrophysics and theology, Dr Farrell produces a compelling overview of

this topic. He takes the time to explain the major concepts, because readers don't necessarily

understand this range of subjects at College level.As always, Dr Farrell cautions his readers that his

conclusions are speculation, not proven facts. His work is painstakingly structured and extensively



footnoted. While his conclusions are speculation, the data he presents; the basis for this

speculation; is absolutely based on demonstrable evidence.

Another meticulously researched volume by Mr.Farrell, this time with a co-author, Mr. Scott D. de

Hart. The travels and research here is, well the Earth! Mohenjo Daro, Angkor Wat, Easter Island,

Cuzco, Greece, Russia. No ancient stone is left un-turned! The correlation with ancient monuments

( Viracocha ) to hydrogen bombs alone is worth the price of admission! Add to that the correlation of

the # of steps of the Kukulkan pyramid to the actual distance (apex to apex) to the Great Pyramid @

Giza, is needless to say, MIND BLOWING !!! All this from an author who continually downplays

himself and his research. Mr. Farrell is one of my favorite authors, and even if you do not agree with

his hypothesis, his research, documentation, and attention to intricate detail are second to none !!!

Author Joseph P. Farrell , in his fairly new book ,"The Grid of the Gods", c2011 examines the

relationships of pyramids around the world and shows they layout and relationships on the earth are

planned in a Grid. The Grid aligns with each other, and with the cosmos in extremely precise

measurements. He shows that many line up with the stars of the zodiac with extreme accuracy. It all

suggests extremly advanced civilization prior to 10 thousand years before Christ. He shows how the

building and grid patterns also line up with natural harmonic balance with nature. His is an example

of the advancements we are seeing from scientist. Farrell is a physicist and shows it in his analysis.

In this book he even examines how the hidden mathematics of the Grid and harmonics can relate to

quantum physics. In sharp contrast there are some phylosophical space alien researchers that

speak of physics who have not studied it. Farrell has a special skill at re-examining many other

historical records and given us a better insight as to their meaning. His work seems to fit the ideas

of the end times prophesy that there will be vast revelations. Go get his books, they are extremely

interesting. His language is very clear in how he explains things.

I am not new to the works of Dr. Farrell. However, I have not read his works in the order intended.

For Grids of The Gods, that is not a problem. What is, is the sheer volume of facts and speculation

presented. By the time this book was finished, I had many questions. This is a good thing if you like

hunting down answers and not if you cannot find out anything more. All in all, I recommend this

book as well as all the others I've read.

Great book. I would recommend that you also purchase more of Mr. Farrell's work.



I have read, with a few exceptions, all of Mr. Farrell's books and I found this one somewhat lacking,

or perhaps I should say my expectations exceeded the contents of this particular work. Anyone who

has read his works is familiar with Mr. Farrell's thorough research and methodic documentation style

of writing will not be disappointed with "Grid of the Gods" in that respect. While I did learn a fair

amount of new information in this work, I was somewhat disappointed by the overabundance of

conjecture he employed in his attempt to show the "gods" influence on the Mayan (and other)

cultures as related to human sacrifice. I was also disappointed with the numberous pages he

devoted to other arcane subjects I could not relate to the subject matter. Mr. Farrell did a wonderful

job identifying and describing various points of the grid around the world and meticulously

describing the relevant similarities in the global orientation and architecture of each. In the end, I

was left wondering where the "physics" in the title was. Mr. Farrell provided plenty of What, Where,

and When, but no How, the part I was looking for. Perhaps I expected too much. Bryce Brown
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